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Abstract

We consider ergodic and reversible diffusions on continuous and connected graphs G with a
finite number of bifurcation vertices and some rays going to infinity. A necessary and sufficient
condition is presented for the spectrum of the associated generator L to be without continuous
part and for the sum of the inverses of its eigenvalues (except 0) to be finite. This criterion is easily
computable in terms of the coefficients of L and does not depend on the transition kernels at the
vertices. Its motivation is that it is conjectured to be also a necessary and sufficient condition for
the diffusion to admit strong stationary times whatever its initial distribution (this is known to be
true if G is the real line).

The above criterion for the centered resolvent to be of trace class is next extended to Markov
processes on denumerable connected graphs with only a finite number of vertices of degree larger
than or equal to 3.
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1 Introduction

The purpose of this paper is to give an explicit criterion for the centered resolvent associated to
an ergodic and reversible diffusion on a continuous and connected graph (often called a quantum
graph, see the recent book of Berkolaiko and Kuchment [2]) to admit a trace. The graph is assumed
to have a finite number of bifurcating points and in particular a finite number of infinite rays. This
result is already interesting when the state space is R, since it enables to deduce from [9] that a
one-dimensional ergodic diffusion has strong stationary times, whatever its initial distribution, if
and only if the corresponding centered resolvent has a trace. We strongly believe that the latter
equivalence result is also true when R is replaced by the state spaces we are to consider here, but
the techniques needed to approach this conjecture are different from those we use in this paper, so
the investigation of this question is postponed to a future work.

We adopt a convenient framework for diffusion processes on graphs adapted from the article
of Freidlin and Sheu [4]. A finite connected graph G ≔ pV,Eq is given, where V and E are
respectively the sets of vertices and unoriented edges. To each edge e P E, is associated a segment
Re ≔ re´, e`s Ă R\ t`8u, which is either bounded if e` ă `8, or semi-infinite if e` “ `8. The
boundary points e´ and e` correspond respectively to the vertices from V adjacent to e, denoted
v´peq and v`peq, and by writing e “ tv´peq, v`pequ, an orientation is provided to E (but except for
the “semi-infinite edges”, this orientation is arbitrary). If the segment is semi-infinite, we assume
that v`peq is a leaf, namely a vertex of degree 1. This is not really a restriction, because in the
setting described below, the vertex v`peq is (a.s.) not reachable by the underlying process from
e, so this vertex can be detached from the “other vertices coinciding at v`peq”, up to considering
only the connected component of G to which e belongs, if the graph ends up being disconnected
after this operation. We denote by 81, ..., 8N , with N P Z` their number, the leaves which
correspond to an infinite end and we call 8 their set. The structure pG,E,8q, where a subset 8
of the leaves has been distinguished, is sometimes called a graph with boundary. By assumption,
for each k P JNK, there exists a unique edge, say ek P E, to which 8k is adjacent. Let Ḡ be the
union of the segments Re for e P E, seen as disjoint sets except that the end points corresponding
to a same vertex are identified. Thus formally Ḡ ≔ p\ePERe ˆ teuq{ », where » is the equivalence
relation enabling to identify the end points corresponding to a same vertex, but we will often abuse
notations by simply writing Ḡ as YePERe. Define G “ Ḡz8, which will be the state space of the
diffusion processes we are interested in.

To describe the evolution of these processes on the interiors R̊e ≔ pe´, e`q of the segments Re,
for e P E, we assume that we are given a second order elliptic Markov generator defined on R̊e by

Le ≔ aepxq
d2

d2x
` bepxq

d

dx
(1)

where a priori ae is a continuous and positive function on Re XR and be is a measurable and locally
integrable function on Re X R. These regularity hypotheses enable to consider

@ x P Re,

$
’’’&
’’’%

cepxq ≔

ż x

e´

bepyq

aepyq
dy

µepxq ≔
exppcepxqq

aepxq

(2)

We denote by the same symbol µe the measure on Re admitting the function µe as density with
respect to the restriction of the Lebesgue measure on Re. This measure will also be seen as
a measure on G (endowed with the σ-field G inherited from those of the segments) with the
convention that it vanishes on the other segments.
If e is not one of the ek, k P JNK, necessarily the measure µe has a finite mass: µepReq ă `8.
Otherwise we assume that

@ k P JNK, µekpRekq ă `8 (3)
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This finiteness is not sufficient to prevent the processes associated to the generators Lek , with
k P JNK, to explode at 8k, we need furthermore that

@ k P JNK,

ż 8

e´

k

µekpre´
k , ysq expp´cekpyqq dy “ `8 (4)

To complete the description of a diffusion process on G, we must specify its behavior at the vertices
of V . To do so, let be given for all v P V z8 a probability αpv, ¨q on the set of edges adjacent to v,
whose set is denoted Ev. It is assumed that αpv, eq ą 0 for all v P V and e P Ev. It is convenient
to extend this probability to the whole set E by making it vanish on the other edges, so that α can
be seen as a Markov kernel from V z8 to E. Heuristically, when the process reaches v P V z8, it
chooses its next excursion in the direction of edge e with probability αpv, eq. More rigorously, we
consider C8

c,αpGq the space of continuous functions f with compact support in G, which are smooth
on each of the segments Re, for e P E, and which satisfy

@ v P V z8,
ÿ

ePEv

αpv, eqf 1pv, eq “ 0 (5)

where for any v P V z8 and e P Ev,

f 1pv, eq ≔ lim
xÑv, xPR̊e

fpxq ´ fpvq

x ´ v
(6)

(where the slight abuse of notation “G “ YePERe” is effective). Equivalently, we have

f 1pv, eq “

"
Befepe

´q , if v “ v´peq
´Befepe`q , if v “ v`peq

where fe is the restriction of f to Re and where Be is a shorthand for d{dx on Re. When v is a leaf
of G which does not belong to 8, one recognizes in (5) the Neumann reflecting boundary condition
at v.

An operator L is then defined on C8
c,αpGq by imposing that

@ f P C
8
c,αpGq, @ x P G, Lrf spxq ≔

"
Lerfespxq , if x P R̊eř

ePEx
αpx, eqLerfespxq , if x P V

(7)

Freidlin and Sheu have proven in [4] that the martingale problem associated to L is well-posed:
for any initial distribution m0 on G, there exists a unique (in law) diffusion process X ≔ pXtqtě0

on G with LpX0q “ m0 such that for all f P C8
c,αpGq, the process Mf

≔ pMf
t qtě0 defined by

@ t ě 0, M
f
t ≔ fpXtq ´ fpX0q ´

ż t

0

Lrf spXsq ds

is a martingale. Due to the assumption (4), the points of 8 are never reached (a.s.), that is why it
is not necessary to specify the behavior of X once it would reach them. But the hypotheses (3) and
(4) furthermore imply that the process X is ergodic, let us call µ its invariant probability. There
is only one such invariant probability, because L is irreducible, as a consequence of the positivity
of the diffusion coefficients ae, e P E, and of the transmission coefficients pαpv, eqqvPV z8, ePEv

(see
also Freidlin and Sheu [4]).

In this paper we are only interested in reversible processes, so we begin by giving a necessary
and sufficient condition for this property. Introduce the generator matrix κ on V z8 via

@ u �“ v P V z8, κpu, vq ≔

"
αpu, tu, vuq expp´cepuqq , if tu, vu P E

0 , otherwise
(8)

(the values on the diagonal are prescribed by the fact that the sums of the lines must be zero).
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Proposition 1 The probability µ is reversible for L if and only if the generator κ admits a re-
versible probability measure, say ν on V z8 (it is then unique by irreducibility of κ on V z8). Define
β on E via

@ e “ tx, yu P E, βpeq ≔

"
νpxqκpx, yq “ νpyqκpy, xq , if x, y P V z8
νpxqαpx, ekq , if y “ 8k for some k P J1, NK

The probability µ associated to L is given by

@ A P G, µpAq ≔

ř
ePE βpeqµepAqř

e1PE βpe1qµe1 pRe1q
(9)

Remarks 2

(a) Note that the definition of κ a priori depends on the chosen orientation of E and it is
instructive to figure out the modifications brought by reversing the orientation of an edge e “
tu, vu P Ezte1, ..., eN u. This flip changes the function ce by adding a constant to it, because the
origin of the integral in (2) has been modified. So κpu, vq and κpv, uq are both multiplied by a
common factor. This does not change its property to admit a reversible probability or not, nor its
probability ν if it does. Finally βpeq is modified by a certain factor, but since µe is changed by the
inverse factor, βpeqµe remains the same, as well as µ, as it should be.

(b) It will be shown in Remark 9 of next section that the invariant measure µ is proportional
to µe on Re, for all e P E, if and only if µ is reversible.

˝

The reversibility of µ with respect to L enables to extend this generator into a self-adjoint
operator in L

2pµq, named its Freidrich extension (that we still denote by L), say defined on the
domain DpLq Ą C8

c,αpGq. Consider

F ≔ tf P L
2pµq : µrf s “ 0u (10)

and LF the restriction of L to DpLqXF . By invariance of µ, the image of DpLqXF by L is included
into F , so that LF can be seen as a self-adjoint operator densely defined in F . Furthermore, by
ergodicity, the kernel of LF is reduced to t0u. Functional calculus enables then to consider the
operator L´1

F
(a priori defined on a dense subspace of F), which is called the reduced resolvent (or

sometimes the reduced Green operator) associated to LF . Our goal is to characterize the reversible
operators L which are such that L´1

F
admits a trace. This is equivalent to the fact that L has no

continuous spectrum and that the sum of the inverses of its eigenvalues (except 0) is finite.
To present our criterion, we introduce the following quantities

@ k P JNK, Ik ≔

ż 8

e´

k

˜ż x

e´

k

expp´cekpyqq dy

¸
µekpdxq

I ≔ maxpIk : k P JNKq (11)

We can now state the main result of this paper:

Theorem 3 The operator L´1

F
is of trace class if and only if I ă `8.

Remark 4 The previous setting of reversible diffusions on continuous and connected graphs can
be extended by allowing the vertices to be gluey, see Freidlin and Wentzel [5]. So let be given for
all v P V z8 a number αpvq ě 0, in addition to the transmission kernel pαpv, eqqvPV z8, ePEv

. When
the underlying process X reaches v P V z8, it stays there for an exponential time of parameter
1{αpvq, before choosing its next excursion as before. The previous setting correspond to αpvq “ 0:
reaching v P V , the process X instantaneously leaves it (but with overwhelming probability, it
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returns very rapidly to v, due to the important weight of the small excursions, see for instance
Chapter 12 of the book of Revuz and Yor [10]). The definition of C8

c,αpGq must be modified in
the following way: it still consists of continuous functions f with compact support in G, which
are smooth on each of the segments Re, for e P E, which satisfy the equality given in (5) for all
v P V z8 with αpvq “ 0, but for any v P V z8 with αpvq ą 0 and e P Ev, as x P R̊e goes to v,
Lerf spxq must converge toward

1

α

ÿ

e1PEv

αpv, e1qf 1pv, e1q ≕ Lrf spvq

The condition for L to admit a reversible probability measure µ is the same as that of Proposition 1,
but µ now gives positive weights to the vertices v P V z8 which are such that αpvq ą 0. Nevertheless
the above theorem can be shown to be also true in this extended setting.

˝

Theorem 3 is an extension of a result of Cheng and Mao [3] which corresponds to the case
where G “ R`. Then L is given as the second order elliptic Markov generator defined on R` by
L ≔ apxq d2

d2x
` bpxq d

dx
, where a is a continuous and positive function on R` and b is a measurable

and locally integrable function on R` such that

µpR`q ă `8ż 8

0

µpr0, ysq expp´cpyqq dy “ `8

where c and µ are defined in terms of a and b as in (2), with e´ is taken to be 0. Cheng and Mao
have proven in [3] that the operator L´1

F
(where F is defined as in (10)) is of trace class if and only

if
ż `8

0

ˆż x

0

expp´cpyqq dy

˙
µpdxq ă `8 (12)

To come back to the above setting, we take V ≔ t0,`8u, E “ te1u, with e1 ≔ t0,`8u, Re1 “
r0,`8q, 8 ≔ t`8u and Le1 “ L. The transmission kernel is reduced to the Dirac mass δe1 at 0.
The quantity I is just the l.h.s. of (12).

In a similar spirit, our motivation for Theorem 3 comes from the case G “ R, endowed with
the generator

L ≔ apxq
d2

d2x
` bpxq

d

dx
(13)

where a is a continuous and positive function on R and b is a measurable and locally integrable
function on R such that

µpRq ă `8
ż

0

´8
µpry, 0sq expp´cpyqq dy “ `8

ż `8

0

µpr0, ysq expp´cpyqq dy “ `8 (14)

(again c and µ are defined in terms of a and b as in (2), with e´ is taken to be 0). In [9], we were
wondering if L´1

F
is of trace class if and only if

ż
0

´8

ˆż
0

x

expp´cpyqq dy

˙
µpdxq ă `8 and

ż `8

0

ˆż x

0

expp´cpyqq dy

˙
µpdxq ă `8
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Theorem 3 shows that it is indeed true, by considering as above, V ≔ t´8, 0,`8u, 8 ≔

t´8,`8u, E ≔ tt´8, 0u, t0,`8uu and the transmission kernel α given by αp0, t´8, 0uq “
1{2 “ αp0, t0,`8uq. The interest of this result is that we can conclude from [9] that the diffusion
process generated by L admits a strong stationary time, whatever its initial distribution, if and
only if L´1

F
is of trace class. In [9] it was also observed that this equivalence cannot be true for all

reversible Markov processes.

Remark 5 Up to some regular transformations of the intervals Re (and of the functions ae and
be, which should be locally integrable on r0, 1q), for e P E, we could have assumed that they are all
equal to r0, 1s (or all equal to r0,`8s or that all the functions ae are identically equal to 1). But
we find it more telling to associate semi-infinite segments to edges which are adjacent to vertices
which cannot be reached by the underlying process. It furthermore facilitate the analogy with the
discrete setting described below.

˝

The previous result also holds when the diffusions on segments are replaced by birth and death
processes. We equally start with a finite graph G ≔ pV,Eq but to each edge e P E, we associate
a discrete segment Se ≔ Je´, e`K Ă Z \ t`8u, which is finite or semi-infinite. This leads again
to a subset 8 “ t81, ...,8Nu of the leaves of G, to the corresponding edges e1, ..., eN and to
the state space denoted G instead of G. This state space has naturally a graph structure, with a
finite or denumerable set of vertices V and all the notions relative to this structure will be written
using gothic letters, to make the difference with the initial structure of G. Note that any at most
denumerable graph which has only a finite number of vertices of degree larger or equal to 3 is of
the preceding form. In fact only the graph structure G ≔ pV, Eq is important for the following
development and G could be forgotten, except for the analogy with the continuous framework. Or
more accurately, the minimal graph G can be deduced from G by defining its vertices as being the
vertices of V of degree larger or equal to 3 (note that this is not necessarily true in the continuous
case, where some points “of degree 2” from G have to be vertices of G because at them the diffusion
has more chance, instantaneously, to go in one direction than in the other one).

Next, on each Se X Z, for e P E, we are given a birth and death generator, namely positive
birth rates pbepkqqkPJe´,e`´1KXZ, positive death rates pdepkqqkPJe´`1,e`KXZ and the corresponding
generator Le acting on the functions f which vanish outside a finite set of Se by

@ x P Se, Lerf spxq ≔ bepxqpfpx ` 1q ´ fpxqq ` depxqpfpx ´ 1q ´ fpxqq

(with the convention bepe`q “ 0 if e` �“ `8, and depe´q “ 0). In this discrete framework, no
transmission kernel is needed: any oriented edge e of E is an oriented edge px, x ` 1q or px, x ´ 1q
of exactly one of the discrete segments Se and receives its corresponding weight Lpeq, namely bepxq
or depxq. A global generator L is then defined on functions f which vanish outside a finite number
of vertices of V via

@ u P V, Lrf spuq ≔
ÿ

v„u

Lpu, vqpfpvq ´ fpuqq (15)

where u „ v indicates that u and v are adjacent vertices of V. The jump process associated to L is
ergodic if and only if the following conditions (which are the analogues of (3) and (4)) are satisfied

µpGq ă `8 (16)

@ k P JNK,
ÿ

nPSek

1

µekpnqbekpnq

ÿ

jPJe´

k
,nK

µekpjq “ `8 (17)

where for k P J1, NK, the measures µek are defined on Sek by

@ n P Sek , µekpnq “

ś
jPJe´

k
,n´1K bekpjq

ś
jPJe´

k
,n´1K dekpj ` 1q

(18)
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From now on, (16) and (17) are assumed to be enforced in this discrete setting. As a consequence,
there exists a unique invariant probability µ for L. We make the assumption that µ is furthermore
reversible, it can then be described as in Proposition 1. By this reversibility assumption, L can be
extended into a self-adjoint operator on L

2pµq, still denoted L. We consider again its restriction
LF to F , which is defined as in (10). The operator LF is self-adjoint in F , so functional calculus
enables to define the operator L´1

F
(on an appropriate dense domain of F). To state the result

similar to Theorem 3, we need to define the quantity analogous to (11).

@ k P JNK, Jk ≔

ÿ

nPSek

1

µpnqbekpnq

ÿ

jPJn`1,`8J

µpjq

J ≔ maxpJk : k P JNKq (19)

Note that in the above definition of Jk, µ can be replaced by µek which is more explicitly given by
(18). Then we have:

Theorem 6 The operator L´1

F
is of trace class if and only if J ă `8.

Again, this result was first obtained by Mao [8] when G “ N.

The interest of the conditions I ă `8 and J ă `8 is that they are conjectured to be equivalent,
in their respective frameworks, to the fact that the associated Markov processes admit strong
stationary times, whatever their initial distribution. This would be a natural extension of the
one-dimensional diffusion case.

The plan of the paper is as follows. In next section, the reversibility of the generators mentioned
above is investigated and Proposition 1 is proven. The final section is devoted to the proof of
Theorems 3 and 6, by transcribing the setting in terms of Dirichlet forms and by comparing several
spectra, in particular those associated to certain Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions.

2 On reversibility

Our goal here is to prove the criterion for reversibility of diffusions on quantum graphs given in
Proposition 1.

The framework and the notations are those described in the first part of the introduction. We
begin by checking that if L admits a reversible probability measure µ, it is necessary of the form
given in (9).

Lemma 7 If the probability µ is reversible for L, then for any e P E, the restriction of µ on the
Borelian subsets of Re is proportional to µe.

Proof

Fixing e P E, we begin by considering ξ the measure which admits 1{µe for density with respect
to the restriction of µ on the interior of Re. By the reversibility assumption, for any f, g smooth
functions with compact support in R̊e, we have

ξrfµeLergss “ ξrgµeLerf ss

Note that Lergs can be written under the factorized form ae expp´ceqBe exppceqBergs, thus the above
equality means that in the distribution sense,

pBe exppceqBepfξqqrgs “ ppBe exppceqBefqξqrgs

Since this is true for any smooth function g with compact support in R̊e, we get

Be exppceqBepfξq “ pBe exppceqBefqξ
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or equivalently

fpBe exppceqBeξq ` 2pBefq exppceqpBeξq “ 0

Multiplying by f and denoting rξ ≔ exppceqpBeξq, it follows that

Bef
2rξ “ 0

namely f2rξ is a constant function, as a distribution. Since this is true for any smooth function
f with compact support in R̊e, necessarily rξ vanishes identically. We deduce that ξ is a constant
function, which just means that the restriction of µ on R̊e is equal to the restriction on R̊e of seµe,
for some se ě 0.

To conclude to the statement of the above lemma, it remains to check that µ does not contain
Dirac masses at the vertices of V z8. So let fix v P V z8. Let ϕ be a smooth function on R`, which
vanishes on r1,`8q and which satisfies

ϕp0q “ 1

ϕ1p0q “ 0

ϕ2p0q “ ´1

For any e “ tv, uu P Ev, assume that e` corresponds to u, to simplify the notations. Next consider
the smooth function fe on Re X R, defined by

@ x P Re, fepxq ≔ ϕppx ´ e´q{preqq

where re ≔ minp1, pe` ´ e´q{2q. Finally, let f be the function from C8
c,αpGq which coincides with

fe on Re for e P Ev and which vanishes on the other edges (note that condition (5) is in particular
satisfied at v, because f 1pv, eq “ 0 for e P Ev). We also need a function g P C8

c,αpGq which is equal
to 1 in a neighborhood of the support of f . Then the supports of f and Lrgs are disjoint, so that,
by assumption on µ,

µrgLrf ss “ µrfLrgss “ 0

Furthermore, the l.h.s. is equal to

µptvuqLrf spvq `
ÿ

ePEv

seµerLerfess

For any e P Ev, we have

µerLerfess “

ż e`

e´

Lerfes dµe

“

ż e`

e´

Be exppceqBerfespxq dx

“ ´ exppcepe´qqBerfespe
´q

“ ´
1

re
ϕ1p0q

“ 0

On the other hand, it appears that

Lrf spvq “
ÿ

ePEv

αpv, eqLerfespvq

“
ÿ

ePEv

αpv, eqaepvqf2
e pv, eq

“ ϕ2p0q
ÿ

ePEv

αpv, eq
aepvq

r2e

“ ´
ÿ

ePEv

αpv, eq
aepvq

r2e
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This expression being non zero, it follows that µptvuq “ 0, which ends the proof that the restriction
of µ on the Borelian subsets of Re is proportional to µe, for any e P E.

�

The end of the above proof explains the convention taken for the definition of the generator on V in
(7). Other conventions are possible (even if it would be less natural, the transmission probability
kernel pαpv, eqqvPV z8, ePEv

could be replaced there by any transmission probability kernel) and
the validity of the well-posedness of the martingale problem proven by Freidlin and Sheu [4] is
independent from the choice of the value of the generator on V . This observation also reflects the
fact that the associated invariant measure cannot charge V .

Now let be given a probability measure µ of the form described in (9), for some non-negative
weights pβpeqqePE (not all of them vanishing and not necessarily those defined in Proposition 1).
Next result provides a necessary and sufficient condition for its reversibility with respect to L.

Lemma 8 The probability µ is reversible for L if and only if for any v P V z8, the two mappings
Ev Q e ÞÑ βpeq and Ev Q e ÞÑ αpv, eq expp´cepvqq are proportional.

Proof

The reversibility of µ with respect to L amounts to the symmetry of µrfLrgss with respect to
f, g P C8

c,αpGq.
Let us begin by computing µerfeLergess for e P E given. Recall that Lerges “ µ´1

e Be exppceqBerges,
so an integration by parts gives us

µerfeLergess “

ż e`

e´

fepxqLergespxqµepdxq

“

ż e`

e´

fepxqBe exppceqBergespxq dx

“ rfepxqBergespxq exppcepxqqse
`

e´ ´

ż e`

e´

BerfespxqBergespxq exppcepxqqdx

In particular the expression µrfLrgss is symmetric in f, g if
ÿ

ePE

βpeqrfepxqBergespxq exppcepxqqse
`

e´ “ 0

Since f has compact support, the above sum can be rewritten under the form
ÿ

vPV z8

fpvqιpg, vq

with, for any v P V z8,

ιpg, vq ≔

ÿ

ePE : v`peq“v

βpeq exppcepvqqBegepvq ´
ÿ

ePE : v´peq“v

βpeq exppcepvqqBegepvq

“
ÿ

ePEv

βpeq exppcepvqqg1pv, eq

with the notation introduced in (6). Recalling Condition (5) satisfied by elements of C8
c,αpGq,

the latter expression vanishes for any v P V z8, if for any such v, the two mappings Ev Q e ÞÑ
βpeq exppcepvqq and Ev Q e ÞÑ αpv, eq are proportional, which is equivalent to the statement of the
above lemma.

This shows the sufficient part. Conversely, for the necessity part, we deduce from the above
computations that if µ is reversible for L, then for any f, g P C8

c,αpGq,
ÿ

vPV z8

fpvqιpg, vq “
ÿ

vPV z8

gpvqιpf, vq
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Let be given two families of real numbers phpvqqvPV z8 and hpv, eqqvPV z8, ePEv
, the latter one satis-

fying the condition analogous to (5):

@ v P V z8,
ÿ

ePEv

αpv, eqhpv, eq “ 0 (20)

One easily check that there exist functions f, g P C8
c,αpGq such that for all v P V z8 and e P Ev,

gpvq “ f 1pv, eq “ 0, fpvq “ hpvq, g1pv, eq “ hpv, eq

Since the choice of phpvqqvPV z8 is arbitrary, the above computations imply that for all v P V z8,

ÿ

ePEv

βpeq exppcepvqqhpv, eq “ 0

The fact that this identity must be true for all families hpv, eqqvPV z8, ePEv
satisfying (20) enables

to conclude to the validity of the condition given in the lemma.
�

We now have at our disposal all the prerequisites necessary to the

Proof of Proposition 1

According to the previous lemmas, the problem of the existence of a reversible measure µ for L

reduces to the existence of weights pβpeqqePE such that the condition of Lemma 8 is satisfied. Note
that there is no difficulty in finding the weights of the edges e1, ..., eN , linked to the vertices of 8,
once the other weights have been constructed accordingly to this condition.

Recall the definition of the pV z8qˆpV z8q generator matrix κ given in (8). The question of the
existence of a reversible measure µ for L is equivalent to the existence of a family of non-negative
weights pνpvqqvPV z8, not all of the them zero (they are the proportionality factors in Lemma 8),
such that if one defines

@ pu, vq P rE, βpu, vq ≔ νpuqκpu, vq

with

rE ≔ tpu, vq P pV z8q ˆ pV z8q : tu, vu P Eu

then βpu, vq is symmetric with respect to u and v such that pu, vq P rE, because we are thus led to
a mapping β defined on the unoriented edges.

One then recognizes the problem of the existence of a reversible measure for κ, which induces
the results stated in Proposition 1.

�

In practice it remains to check the existence of a reversible probability measure for κ to get
that for L. This can be done via Kolmogorov’s criterion (see for instance of book of Kelly [7]),
which requires that for all distinct v0, v1, ..., vn P V z8, n P Nzt1u, such that tvk, vk`1u P E for
k P J0, nK, with the convention that vn`1 “ v0, we have

ź

kPJ0,nK

κpvk, vk`1q “
ź

kPJ0,nK

κpvk`1, vkq

In particular if the graph G is a tree, the invariant measure µ is automatically reversible.

It is time now to justify Remark 2 (b):

Remark 9 Let µ be the unique invariant probability associated to L and assume that it is not
reversible, then there exists e P Ezte1, ..., eku such that the restriction of µ to Re is not proportional
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to µe. Indeed, suppose that for all e P E, the restriction of µ to Re is proportional to µe. Let
g P C8

c,αpGq be given and consider f P C8
c,αpGq such that tf “ 1u contains the support of g. The

computations of the proof of Lemma 8, enable us to see that

0 “ µrLrgss

“ µrfLrgss

“
ÿ

vPV z8

ιpg, vq

Fix v P V z8, by considering g P C8
c,αpGq whose support is contained in a neighborhood of v not

intersecting the other vertices, it appears that we must have ιpg, vq “ 0. And since this holds for
all such g and v, we end up with the condition of Lemma 8 being satisfied. It follows that µ is
reversible for L.

Let us give the simplest example of a non-reversible L in the context of quantum graphs.
Consider the graph G ≔ pt0u, teuq, where e is a loop attached to the vertex 0 and let Re ≔ r0, 1s be
endowed with a second order elliptic operator L. Formally, we did not allowed in the introduction
the graph G to have loops or multiple edges. But we are brought back to this situation by choosing
two new vertices on R̊e, say 1/3 and 2/3, by cutting the edge r0, 1s into three edges e1 ≔ r0, 1{3s,
e2 ≔ r1{3, 2{3s and e3 ≔ r2{3, 1s and by considering transmission kernels α satisfying αp1{3, e1q “
αp1{3, e2q “ 1{2 and αp2{3, e2q “ αp2{3, e3q “ 1{2. At 0 (identified with 1), take αp0, e1q �“ αp0, e3q,
then by applying Kolmogorov’s criterion, L does not admit a reversible probability. We could even
consider the critical case where αp0, e1q “ 1 and αp0, e3q “ 0. It appears that the corresponding
invariant measure µ is the quasi-stationary probability measure associated to L with a Neumann
condition at 0 and a Dirichlet condition at 1 (this does really not enter in our framework, where
the transmission coefficients were assumed to be positive, the definition of the core C8

c,αpGq has
then to be modified by imposing a Dirichlet condition at 1).

˝

We end this section with a bibliographic remark:

Remark 10 In their book [2], Berkolaiko and Kuchment investigated a related problem: instead
of diffusion operators, they are given Schrödinger operators on each of the edges and they provide
a necessary and sufficient condition on the vertex conditions for the self-adjointness of the global
operator with respect to the measure which coincides with the Lebesgue measure on each of the
edges. The condition at a vertex of degree d consists in d general linear relations involving the
values of the functions and of their first derivatives. This is also our case, with d ´ 1 relations
coming from the continuity of the function at the vertex and the last relation corresponding to
(5). So we could have tried to come back to their framework by first locally stretching the edges to
get the corresponding diffusion coefficients to be equal to 1 (see Remark 5) and next by replacing
the diffusion operators by Schrödinger operators via ground state transforms. Nevertheless, we
preferred to keep working in a Markovian framework, with natural vertex conditions for this setting.

˝

3 On Dirichlet forms

The key to Theorems 3 and 6 is the rewriting of their respective frameworks in terms of Dirichlet
forms, which enables us to come back to the results of Cheng and Mao [8, 3].

11



3.1 The continuous case

Indeed, our interest in reversibility in the previous section comes from that it allows for the def-
inition of a (symmetric) Dirichlet form. Another consequence of the proof of Lemma 8 is the
computation of the pre-Dirichlet form associated to L. Denote by ν the measure on G which
admits on each Re, for e P E, with respect to the Lebesgue measure, the density

R̊e Q x ÞÑ
βpeqř

e1PE βpe1qµe1pRe1q
exppcepxqq

where β is as in Proposition 1. We have for all f, g P C8
c,αpGq,

´µrfLrgss “ νrBrf sBrgss

(where B is the first order differentiation operator, say on GzV , coinciding with Be on R̊e for all
e P E). One can next consider the closure of this form in L

2pµq, which can be characterized in the
following way. Define for any function f which admits a weak derivative (still denoted Bef or Bf)
on each of the segments R̊e, with e P E,

Epfq ≔

ż
pBfq2 dν P R` \ t`8u

and let DpEq be the space of functions f P L
2pµq which are such that Epfq ă `8. The space DpEq

is Hilbertian, once it is endowed with the norm DpEq Q f ÞÑ
a

µrf2s ` Epfq.
The restriction of E to DpEq is the Dirichlet form associated to L and it is in fact equivalent to

the knowledge of the Freidrich extension of L (for the general theory, see for instance Fukushima,
Ōshima and Takeda [6] and Athreya, Eckhoff and Winter [1] for continuous trees extending those
obtained through the definition of quantum graphs considered here). In some sense, the vertex
conditions given by (5) are encapsulated in µ, especially in its weights pβpeqqePE .

For any k P N, define

λk ≔ inf
HĂDpEq, dimpHq“k

max
fPHzt0u

Epfq

µpf2q
(21)

where the infimum is over all subspaces of DpEq of dimension k. These quantities are non-decreasing
with respect to k P N and they are equal to the eigenvalues of ´L up to the “time” they reach
the bottom l of the continuous spectrum of ´L, after what they are all equal to l. This is an easy
consequence of the spectral decomposition of the self-adjoint Freidrich extension of L in L

2pµq.
Alternatively the definition (21) can be replaced by

λk ≔ sup
HĂDpEq, codimpHq“k´1

inf
fPHzt0u

Epfq

µpf2q
(22)

where the above supremum is taken over all subspaces of DpEq of co-dimension k ´ 1.
The interest of the quantities pλkqkPN is that the operator L´1

F
is of trace class if and only if

ÿ

kě2

1

λk

ă `8

Unfortunately, the domain DpEq is not so easy to manipulate, because if we are given some
functions fe defined on the edges Re, for e P E, and satisfying

ş
pBefepxqq2 exppcepxqqdx ă `8, in

general we cannot put them together to get a function from DpEq. This observation leads us to
introduce another Dirichlet form E0, obtained by imposing Dirichlet conditions on V z8: since the
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functions from D are absolutely continuous, their values are well defined at any point of G and in
particular on V z8. We can thus consider

DpE0q ≔ tf P DpEq : @ v P V z8, fpvq “ 0u (23)

@ f P L
2pµq, E0pfq “

"
Epfq , if f P DpE0q
`8 , otherwise

(24)

Similarly to what we have done in (21) and (22), we consider

λ0,k ≔ inf
HĂDpE0q, dimpHq“k

max
fPHzt0u

E0pfq

µpf2q
(25)

“ sup
HĂDpE0q, codimpHq“k´1

inf
fPHzt0u

E0pfq

µpf2q
(26)

This definition through variational principles leads to immediate comparisons:

Lemma 11 For all k P N, we have

λk ď λ0,k ď λk`n

where n is the cardinal of V z8.

Proof

The first inequality comes from (21), (25) and the fact that DpE0q Ă DpEq and that E0 and E

coincide on DpE0q. For the second inequality, consider a subspace H Ă DpE0q of codimension k´1.
Since DpE0q is of codimension v in DpEq, H is of codimension n ` k ´ 1 in DpEq. It follows that

inf
fPHzt0u

E0pfq

µpf2q
“ inf

fPHzt0u

Epfq

µpf2q

ď sup
H 1ĂDpEq, codimpH 1q“n`k´1

inf
fPH 1zt0u

Epfq

µpf2q

“ λk`n

�

To fully exploit the previous bounds, we need a simple observation:

Lemma 12 We have for any r P N,

ÿ

kě2

1

λk

ă `8 ô
ÿ

kě2`r

1

λk

ă `8

and

ÿ

kě1

1

λ0,k

ă `8 ô
ÿ

kě1`r

1

λ0,k

ă `8

Proof

Of course, only the reverse implications have to be checked. Assume that for some r P N,ř
kě2`r

1

λk
ă `8. A first consequence of this finiteness is that the spectrum of L is without

continuous part. On the other hand, if
ř

kě2`r
1

λk
is infinite, it means that λ2 “ 0. It would imply

that 0 is an eigenvalue of multiplicity 2 of L, which is in contradiction with its irreducibility. More
precisely, if f P L

2pµq satisfies Lrf s “ 0, then µrfLrf ss “ 0, so that f P DpEq and Epfq “ 0. It
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follows that Bf “ 0 ν-a.s. and f is a constant function. The multiplicity of the eigenvalue 0 must
thus be 1.

The same argument shows that if λ0,1 corresponds to an eigenvalue (of the operator L with
Dirichlet conditions on V z8), then it cannot vanish. The previous reasoning then leads to the
second equivalence stated in the above lemma.

�

As an immediate consequence of the two previous lemmas, we get:

Corollary 13 We have

ÿ

kě2

1

λk

ă `8 ô
ÿ

kě1

1

λ0,k

ă `8

The advantage of E0 is it easily related to the Dirichlet forms on the edges with Dirichlet
conditions on their boundaries. As above, we begin by considering Neumann boundary conditions.
Fix e P E and denote νe the measure on Re which admits exppceq as density with respect to the
Lebesgue measure. For absolutely continuous functions f P L

2pµeq defined on R̊e, we consider

Eepfq ≔

ż

Re

pBefq2 dνe P R` \ t`8u

and let DpEeq be the space of such functions f with Eepfq ă `8. For k P N, define again

λe
k ≔ inf

HĂDpEeq, dimpHq“k
max

fPHzt0u

Eepfq

µepf2q

The corresponding Dirichlet “eigenvalues” are given by

λe
0,k ≔ inf

HĂDpEe
0

q,dimpHq“k
max

fPHzt0u

Eepfq

µepf2q

where if e P te1, ..., eN u,

DpEe
0q ≔ tf P DpEeq : fpe´q “ 0u

while if e P Ezte1, ..., eN u,

DpEe
0q ≔ tf P DpEeq : fpe´q “ 0 “ fpe`qu

As already mentioned, the interest of the previous Dirichlet eigenvalues is that they are in
direct relation with the family pλ0,kqkPN: the latter is the beginning of the ordering of the multi-set
(set with multiplicities) obtained by putting together the sequences pλe

0,kqkPN, with e P E. This
observation is a consequence, on one hand, of the fact that for any f P DpE0q, its restrictions fe to
R̊e, for e P E, belong respectively to DpEe

0q and that

µrf2s “
ÿ

ePE

βpeqř
e1PE βpe1qµe1pRe1q

µerf2
e s

E0pfq “
ÿ

ePE

βpeqř
e1PE βpe1qµe1pRe1q

Ee
0pfeq

And on the other hand, that conversely, starting from a family pfeqePE P
ś

ePE DpEe
0
q, by putting

them together, we obtain a function f P DpE0q which is as above.
Note that it may happen that pλ0,kqkPN does not exhaust the whole family pλe

0,kqkPN, ePE (with

multiplicities), this is for instance the case if the operator Le1 (with a Dirichlet condition at e´
1
)
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has a continuous spectrum and if there exists e P E with limkÑ8 λe
0,k “ `8 (the latter condition

is satisfied as soon as E �“ te1, ..., eN u).
Nevertheless, it appears that we always have

ÿ

kě1

1

λ0,k

“
ÿ

ePE

ÿ

kě1

1

λe
0,k

because if pλ0,kqkPN does not exhaust the whole family pλe
0,kqkPN, ePE , then both terms are infinite.

It follows that

ÿ

kě1

1

λ0,k

ă `8 ô max
ePE

ÿ

kě1

1

λe
0,k

ă `8

We are thus led to consider the sums appearing in the r.h.s. We begin with the compact case:

Lemma 14 If e P Ezte1, ..., eku, we have

ÿ

kě1

1

λe
0,k

ă `8

Proof

This can be seen as a consequence of Weyl’s law on the counting of eigenvalues of the Beltrami
Laplacian. For the sake of completeness, let us give an elementary rough argument. Note that
there exists a constant ǫpeq P p0, 1s such that ǫpeq ď νe ď 1{ǫpeq and ǫpeq ď µe ď 1{ǫpeq. It follows
that for any k P N,

pǫpeqq2rλe
0,k ď λe

0,k ď pǫpeqq´2rλe
0,k

where rλe
0,k is the kth eigenvalue of the usual (positive) Laplacian on Re. It is well-known that

@ k P N, rλe
0,k “

ˆ
πk

e` ´ e´

˙2

so that
ř

kě1

1

λe
0,k

ă `8.

�

It remains to treat the semi-infinite edges e1, ...., eN . For that, recall that with the notation
introduced above (11), Cheng and Mao [3] have proven that for all l P JNK,

ÿ

kě1

1

λ
el
k

ă `8 ô Il ă `8

As a consequence, we just need to see that

ÿ

kě1

1

λe
0,k

ă `8 ô
ÿ

kě1

1

λe
k

ă `8

and this can be shown as in Corollary 13.
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3.2 The discrete case

This situation is technically simpler than the continuous case and overall the approach is the same,
so we won’t develop it in details. We simply describe the corresponding Dirichlet forms. Recall
that the invariant probability measure µ of the jump generator L defined in (15) is assumed to
be reversible (property which can be checked via Kolmogorov’s criterion, note that under our
hypotheses, there is only a finite number of “simple looping paths”). The associated Dirichlet form
is given by

Epfq ≔
ÿ

tv,uuPE

µpuqLpu, vqpfpvq ´ fpuqq2

for any f P DpEq, which is the space of functions f from L
2pµq such that the above sum is finite.

The definitions (21) and (22) are still equivalent, DpE0q, E0 can be constructed exactly as in
(23) and (24) and the pλ0,kqkPN as in (25) and (26).

Lemmas 11 and 12 as well as Corollary 13 are valid verbatim, with the same proofs.
For any e P E, let µe be the restriction of µ on Se, so we differ by a factor from the definition

given in (18), if e is one of the ek, for k P JNK. Next we consider the Dirichlet form Ee given by

E
epfq ≔

ÿ

tv,uuĂSe

µpuqLpu, vqpfpvq ´ fpuqq2

for any f P DpEeq, which is the space of functions from L
2pµeq such that the above sum is finite.

The remaining definitions and arguments are again the same, except that Lemma 14 is now trivial
and that the equivalence

ÿ

kě1

1

λe
k

ă `8 ô Jk ă `8

is due to Mao [8].
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